Filling Out the Style Form
Specified Style Areas
Most problems specify at least one area of style that will be judged for all teams –
for example, the creativity of the costume of a specific character. Be sure the
team checks for what is required by the problem, and write or type it (word for
word) on the style form in the appropriate area.
Free Choice of Team
All problems give the team at least one (and sometimes more) area of style that
is the “free choice” of the team to pick. This can be almost anything; take
advantage of that!
• Encourage the team to pick the aspect of their solution that they are most
proud of.
• Don’t wait until the last minute to decide, BUT
• Don’t choose the free choice while the solution is still changing; the team’s
best feature might change as their solution develops.
• Be specific. Have the team describe exactly the part of the solution that they
want the judges to focus on. Vague descriptions get vague scores.
• Choose areas that clearly stand out
• Remember that style is not talent or ability, but rather how those talents and
abilities are put to use.
If your team is most proud of the cat’s costume, is it the ENTIRE costume? Or
just the face? Or just the makeup on the face? The team should focus in on
EXACTLY what they think is most creative and stylish. (If it’s the overall
impersonation of a cat, that’s fine too – but it’s the team’s choice!)
Many problems have long-term scoring categories that are “style-like” – they
involved the creativity of a design, or the effectiveness of a presentation. These
items may not be listed as “free choice of team”. Have the team double-check
their choices to make sure there are no overlaps with any scored long-term area.
The Staging Judge will ask the team to choose something else if there is overlap
– and just before going on stage is a bad time to be trying to think clearly.
Overall Effect
All problems are also scored in Style for “overall effect”. This includes:
• The general impression the team leaves on the judges
• How the four specific style elements of the solution fit together and
complement each other
• The smoothness and ‘polish’ of the presentation – it takes practice!
• How well the judges understood what the team was doing.
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